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Eugene has 16+ years of experience in Local and County government Information Technology. 

During that time, he has held multiple leadership roles. He has served as Gilbert’s first Deputy and 

Assistant Chief Technology Officer driving digital transformation across the enterprise focused on 

the customer experience. 

He has been with Gilbert 11+ years leading efforts to strategically align IT’s Roadmap and Cloud 

Strategy to the Town’s ’City of the Future’ vision. He is currently serving as Gilbert’s Chief AI 

Strategy and Transformation Officer, where he is working in partnership with multiple 

stakeholders to develop a vision in this space. 

Eugene is an active member on the Dell State & Local Government Advisory Board and the Adobe 

Cloud Customer Advisory Board. 
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the simulation of 
human intelligence processes by machines, allowing 
them to perform tasks that typically require human 
cognitive functions.

AI systems can analyse data, learn from it, and make 
decisions or perform actions based on that data.

What is AI?



WHAT is generative ai?

Generative (Gen) AI is a type of artificial 
intelligence that can generate text, images, or 
other content using vast amounts of data across 
the internet. It learns patterns and structure 
based on the information input into the model.

Gen AI can help humans explore new ideas and 
create new things. 
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Why the hype? (cont.)



ETHICAL AND TRANSPARENT USE

PRIVACY AND DATA CONCERNS

Things to consider…



“Our goal is to drive efficiencies, enhance capabilities and 
contribute to the overall betterment of our community 

through a human-centric approach to the deployment of 
AI tools and technologies.” 

Gilbert’s vision3



WHAT’s happening in gilbert?

AI ADVISORY COMMITEE

AI USE STANDARD (POLICY)

CHIEF AI STRATEY & 
TRANSFORMATION OFFCER

AI STRATEGY 
& 

ROADMAP

AI 101 TRAINING



Gilbert’s AI 
training



Augment job descriptions, 
interview questions, policies, etc.

GENERATIVE AI USE CASES4

Briefing and response preparation 
for community issues

Image and media creation for 
newsletters, flyers, and messaging

Creating PowerPoints, transcribing 
meeting notes, email responses, 
etc.

Pressure testing ideas and content 
created



Copilot w/Bing chat

Free for public use in limited capacity

Backed by ChatGPT-4 engine

Part of Microsoft Agreement

Prompts not used in training LLM

Create content and images



Adobe Express w/Firefly

Free for public use in limited capacity

Generate images from text

Part of Adobe Enterprise Agreement

Backed by Adobe’s stock photos

Standalone web application



DEMO…



Q & A
Thank You!


